Abstract. We have been constructing a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment in which a beam will be generated at KEK and detected by the Super-Kamiokande (SK) water Cerenkov detector 250 km away from KEK. We will have a front neutrino detector and various beam monitors in KEK in order to predict the ux of the neutrinos at SK as precisely as possible. We will look for the oscillation modes ! e appearance and ! x disappearance. We can explore the oscillation parameter regions of m 2
INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model of electroweak interactions is generally presented with the neutrino masses being identically zero. However, experimentally, the mass of the neutrinos have only upper limits. These limits are 15 eV, 170 keV and 24 MeV for e , and , respectively 2]. Discovery of nite neutrino mass could be a breakthrough in searching for new physics beyond the standard model.
One of the possible ways of probing such small masses is neutrino oscillation 3]. If the neutrinos have mass and the mass and avor eigenstates are di erent, a neutrino changes its avor during propagation. For the case where the third avor can be neglected, the probability of the oscillation from to another avor eigenstate a is P( ! a ) = sin 2 where and m 2 are the mixing angle and the di erence of mass squared, respectively, between the two mass eigenstates, L is the ight length and E is the energy of the neutrino. The probability has maxima at m 2 = n 2:54 (E=L) for odd integer values of n, where the units are the same as in Eq. (1) .
Recently Super-Kamiokande (SK) and Soudan 2 experiments con rmed the previous results that the ratio of the number of to that of e in atmospheric neutrinos is signi cantly smaller than expected 4]. SK also reported that there are fewer upward going 's in sub-GeV and multi-GeV region than expected. The results strongly suggest the occurrence of neutrino oscillations of ! e and/or ! with m 2 region of 10 ?3 10 ?1 eV 2 . A reactor-neutrino long baseline experiment, CHOOZ, recently published a negative result of a e disappearance search 5]. It excludes the possibility of ! e oscillation in the parameter region m 2 > 0:9 10 ?3 eV 2 . The possibility of ! oscillation still remains.
The KEK-PS E362, now called K2K (KEK-to-Kamioka), is the rst acceleratorneutrino long baseline oscillation experiment to look for neutrino oscillation of the modes ! e appearance and ! x disappearance 6]. The beam is generated at KEK. We have SK at 250 km away from KEK as a far detector and a front neutrino detector on-site at KEK. The sensitive region of the oscillation parameter space is m 2 & 2 10 ?3 eV 2 , which covers that suggested by atmospheric neutrino experiments. The experiment is not sensitive to appearance because we have very small number of which have higher energy than production threshold of 3.5 GeV.
NEUTRINO BEAM
A wide-band beam is generated at KEK by using the 13 GeV/c proton synchrotron (PS). The PS is operated in the fast extraction mode with a 1.0 sec spill in every 2.2 sec 7]. The extracted proton beam is transported and bent 94 to the direction of SK, then hits an Al target. The intensity of the proton beam at the target will be 6 10 12 protons/spill. We will have 10 20 protons on target (pot) in total during the 3 years of experiment. The neutrino beam line is now being constructed 8].
Positive pions produced at the target are focused by two large horn magnets 9]. Both horns will be operated by a 1-msec width pulsed current of 250 kA. They have been already built and tested with that current. The target-horn system is followed by a decay tunnel 200 m in length in which the + 's decay into 's and muons. The tunnel is terminated by a beam dump. The neutrino beam is directed 1 downward to aim at SK.
In Fig. 1 , the expected neutrino ux as a function of the neutrino energy E and the distance from the beam axis at the front neutrino detector (FD) at 300 m from the target and at the SK at 250 km are plotted. They are obtained by GEANT 10] simulation with GCALOR 11] . The average neutrino energy is 1.4 GeV and the contamination of e is estimated to be about 1 %.
BEAM MONITORS
We will have monitors for protons, pions and muons in the neutrino beam line. We will monitor the pro le, position and intensity of the proton beam before the target spill by spill by using secondary emission chambers, ionization chambers and current transformers. The muon monitor is a 2 m 2 m segmented ionization chamber and will be installed behind the beam dump. It will monitor the beam position, pro le and relative intensity.
The pion monitor is a gas Cerenkov detector which will be installed at just downstream of the 2nd horn 12]. The purpose of it is to make it possible to extrapolate the neutrino ux measured at FD, FD to that at SK without depending on any pion production model by actually measuring the pion distribution.
A gas Cerenkov detector is chosen to reject the primary and secondary protons of which there are many more than pions. Usage of a spherical mirror enables us to measure the momentum p and angle of the pions from the radius and center, respectively, of the Cerenkov rings. The expected number of pions, 10 8 cm ?2 per spill, at the place where the pion monitor sits is so large that we only observe integrated image of the many rings for each spill. From the image, we deduce the pion distribution in the p -plane. Then, from the distribution, we can predict the ux of neutrinos (E ) at any distance using only the decay kinematics. To eliminate the possible errors in the absolute measurement of the number of pions, we use the ux ratio at SK to FD, R (E ) SK (E )= FD (E ) as a result of the pion monitor. Combining with the absolute FD (E ) measured at FD, we predict SK (E ). Our goal is to achieve the accuracy of R (E ) better than 10 %.
FRONT NEUTRINO DETECTORS
The front neutrino detector consists of a 1 kton water Cerenkov detector and a ne grained detector (FGD) as shown in Fig. 2 . They are installed 17 m underground at 300 m downstream from the target.
The 1 kton detector is a ring imaging Cerenkov detector which works by the same principle as SK. The detector volume is 8.6 m 8.5 m lled with water which is viewed by 860 20-inch PMT's. The ducial mass directly used for oscillation analysis is 21 ton. The main purpose of the 1 kton detector is to understand the neutrino interactions in water with a well de ned neutrino beam in order to reduce systematic errors in the analysis of SK data.
The purpose of the FGD is to measure the neutrino ux FD (E ), beam pro le and e contamination. The strategy of measuring FD is as follows; measure momentum p and angle of a muon from the charged current (CC) quasi elastic (qe) reaction, + n ! ? + p. Then using the two body kinematics, the energy of the is E (p ; ) = m n E ? m 2 =2 m n ? E ? p cos ; (2) where m n (m ) is the mass of the neutron(muon), and E is the energy of the muon. Then, the ux is determined from the number of observed CCqe events N(E ):
"(E ) qe (E ) N trgt ; (3) where N BG is the number of background events, " is the detection e ciency, qe is the cross section of the process, N trgt is the number of target neutrons in the ducial volume. The FGD is composed of a scintillation ber tracker (SFT), a lead glass (LG) detector and a muon detector. The target is water in Al containers. Its ducial mass is four tons. The SFT is a stack of the water containers and sheets of staggered bers. The scintillation light from the bers are read out by image intensi er tubes and CCD chain. The purpose of the SFT is to detect tracks of charged particles, measure their directions and determine the vertex position of the neutrino reaction precisely. The position resolution of the SFT determines the precision of the ducial volume, i.e. N trgt . It was measured to be 280 m by cosmic-ray tests. This corresponds to about 1 % error in N trgt . The purpose of the LG detector is to identify electrons and to measure their energies. The energy resolution is 10 %/ p E GeV]. The muon detector is a stack of 10-or 20-cm thick iron plates and layers of drift chambers. It will measure the momentum of each muon by its range. The resolution of the muon momentum is 6 8 % in the momentum range from 0.5 to 3.5 GeV/c. Our goal is to measure FD (E ) with accuracy better than 10 %.
FAR DETECTOR (SUPER-KAMIOKANDE)
SK is a ring imaging water Cerenkov detector located 1000 m underground (2700 m water equivalent) at 250 km away from KEK 4] . The detector volume of 36 m in diameter and 34 m in height is viewed by 11146 20-inch PMT's. The ducial mass is 22.5 kton. It has been operated since April of 1996 and accumulating data for proton decay, atmospheric, solar neutrino and other particle and astrophysics searches.
For the disappearance search, we detect muons from CCqe reaction by selecting single ring events. The energy is reconstructed from the momentum and angle of the muon by using Eq. (2) to obtain energy spectrum. The spectrum will be compared with a spectrum expected from the ux extrapolated from FD with the pion monitor data assuming no oscillation. For the e appearance search, we will look for energetic electrons from e CC qe reaction. The e/ identi cation capability is important for both appearance and disappearance analysis. The misidenti cation probability of a water Cerenkov detector was studied by using test beam of particles injected directly to a smaller detector of similar design and found to be less than 2 % 13].
SENSITIVITY
The expected number of events during the experiment (10 20 pot) in the ducial volume of the 1 kton, FGD (water target) and SK are summarized in Table 1 . In  Fig. 3 , expected exclusion contours of 90 % C.L. for both e appearance and disappearance are shown. In making the contours, we take 10 % overall normalization error in predicting SK (E ). As shown in the gure, we can explore the m 2 region down to about 2 10 ?3 eV 2 . The sensitive regions cover the suggested regions by Kamiokande completely for both ! e and ! modes. Most part of the allowed region by SK for ! mode is also within our sensitivity. SUMMARY K2K, the rst accelerator-neutrino long baseline oscillation experiment, will start from early 1999. In the experiment, the ux is measured at the FD and is extrapolated to SK using the pion monitor data. After 3 years we will have about 350 CC events at SK in the case of no oscillation. With these statistics, we can explore the oscillation parameter space down to m 2 & 2 10 ?3 eV 2 .
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